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a b s t r a c t 

Quantitative X-ray computed tomography (XCT) diagnostics for reacting flows are developed and demon- 

strated in application to premixed flames in open and optically inaccessible geometries. A laboratory 

X-ray scanner is employed to investigate methane/air flames that were diluted with krypton as an inert 

radiodense tracer gas. Effects of acquisition rate and tracer gas concentration on the signal-to-noise ratio 

are examined. It is shown that statistically converged three-dimensional attenuation measurements can 

be obtained with limited impact from the tracer gas and within an acceptable acquisition time. Specific 

aspects of the tomographic reconstruction and the experimental procedure are examined, with particular 

emphasis on the quantification of experimental uncertainties. A method is developed to determine den- 

sity and temperature from the X-ray attenuation measurements. These experiments are complemented 

by one- and multi-dimensional calculations to quantify the influence of krypton on the flame behavior. 

To demonstrate the merit of XCT for optically inaccessible flames, measurements of a complex flame 

geometry in a tubular confinement are performed. The use of a coflow to provide a uniform tracer-gas 

concentration is shown to improve the quantitative temperature evaluation. These measurements demon- 

strate the viability of XCT for flame-structure analysis and multi-dimensional temperature measurements 

using laboratory X-ray systems. Further opportunities for improving this diagnostic are discussed. 

© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Non-intrusive measurements of flames are critical for obtaining

fundamental understanding of flame structure, controlling combus-

tion processes, and guiding the design of novel combustion con-

cepts. Recent developments of multi-dimensional measurements

in the form of planar and 3D imaging techniques have greatly

contributed to these advances. In particular, optical computed to-

mography (CT) techniques have provided new opportunities for

2D and 3D flame visualizations. These techniques include laser

absorption [1–3] , chemiluminescence [4,5] and Schlieren meth-

ods [6,7] , in which 2D and 3D flow-field representations are

generated through the tomographic reconstruction of projection

measurements taken at different viewing angles. Although these

CT-techniques have been used for examining flame dynamics,

exhaust-gas emissions, and turbulence/flame interactions, they in-

troduce technical challenges in terms of optical depth, beam-

steering effects, and number of viewing angles. In addition, the
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equirement for optical access restricts the utilization of these

echniques from applications to complex and confined geometries.

-ray absorption techniques in the form of radiography or com-

uted tomography offer opportunities for overcoming these chal-

enges by providing enhanced solid penetration. As such, X-ray

bsorption can complement existing optical diagnostic methods

y enabling measurements in optically inaccessible environments,

uch as confined combustors, high-pressure enclosures, or porous

edia burners. 

X-ray absorption measurements in multiphase, inert, and reac-

ive flows have been performed using laboratory and synchrotron

ources [8] . Synchrotron sources have the advantage of having a

ignificantly higher photon flux, monochromatic energy beam, and

igh spatial resolution, but come with the challenge of limited

eam-time access, complex operational infrastructure, and restric-

ive narrow beam cross sections. In contrast, laboratory sources are

eadily accessible, relatively simple to operate, and provide a large

eld of view. However, they are limited by having a low photon

ux, a limited spatial resolution, and a complex energy spectrum. 

Synchrotron X-ray radiography has been employed to ex-

mine atomization and spray-dynamics in liquid fuel injectors
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2018.11.015
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/combustflame
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.combustflame.2018.11.015&domain=pdf
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9–11] and to investigate scalar mixing in turbulent jets [12] . More

ecently, X-ray fluorescence experiments have been performed to

btain quantitative measurements of density fields in turbulent

hear-coaxial jet flames [13] , sampling-probe perturbations [14] ,

nd heated miniature reactors [15] , demonstrating the feasibility of

sing krypton and argon as fluorescent species. Laboratory X-ray

ources have been employed for tomographic imaging of in-situ

ombustion for oil recovery [16] , for probing the spray structure

n a full-cone atomizer [17] , for investigating the scalar mixing in

urbulent jets [18] , and for examining the interstitial flame struc-

ure and temperature field in porous media burners [19] . 

This contribution seeks to evaluate the capability of using a lab-

ratory XCT system as an affordable experimental diagnostics in

omplex and optically inaccessible combustion environments. More

pecifically, the main objectives of this work are, first, to systemat-

cally quantify X-ray system settings, uncertainties, signal-to-noise

atios, and flow-parameter sensitivities by considering a bench-

ark flame configuration; second, to investigate the importance of

racer gas uniformity in estimating gas density and temperature

rom X-ray absorption and to identify sources of signal fluctua-

ions; third, to conduct quantitative comparisons of XCT-absorption

easurements with results from multi-dimensional numerical sim-

lations; fourth, to extend this analysis by considering a geometri-

ally complex flame that is confined within a solid structure; and,

astly, to discuss opportunities for further improving this XCT diag-

ostic. 

The remainder of this paper has the following structure. XCT-

heory in the context of reacting flow diagnostics is given in

ection 2 . The experimental setup is presented in Section 3 . Results

ocusing on the calibration, uncertainty analysis, effects of operat-

ng conditions on the flame structure and comparisons with de-

ailed simulation results are discussed in Section 4 . Section 5 pro-

ides a discussion of potential improvements and limitations, and

he paper closes with conclusions in Section 6 . 

. Theoretical background 

In X-ray imaging, the beam intensity is attenuated by the ob-

ect due to the interaction of X-ray photons with outer and inner

hell electrons by photoelectric absorption, and through inelastic

nd elastic scattering by Compton and Rayleigh effects [20] . Relax-

tion of ionized atoms also contributes to the emission of charac-

eristic fluorescent X-rays. Because of the isotropic emission, the

arge distance between object and detector, and the filtering, the

etection of the emitted fluorescence signal was found to be below

he detector noise level and is thus neglected. However, corrections

an be considered to improve the calibration and to account for ef-

ects of fluorescent in the detector calibration. This becomes rele-

ant with increasing spherical detector cap and appreciable low-

hoton energy emissions. Although not observed in the present

etup, we note that fluorescence effects can potentially lead to a

oss in spatial resolution as the isotropic fluorescence emission will

xcite further elastic scattering of the surrounding gas. 

The intensity I of a polyenergetic X-ray beam interacting with

n object along a path L is related to its incident intensity I 0 via

he Beer–Lambert law [20] , 

 = I 0 

∫ 
Q(E) exp 

{ 

−
∫ 

L 

μ(E, s ) d s 

} 

d E , (1)

here E is the photon energy, μ is the linear attenuation coeffi-

ient of the object (in units of cm 

−1 ), s is the path coordinate, and

 ( E ) is the incident spectral distribution function, dependent on

oth the energy distribution of the source and the detector spectral

unction. The linear attenuation coefficient is commonly expressed

n terms of density, ρ , and mass attenuation coefficient, ζ (in units
f cm 

2 /g) as 

(E, s ) = ζ (E, s ) ρ(s ) . (2)

he attenuation coefficients μ and ζ are tabulated quantities that

epend on both atomic composition and photon energy [21] . The

elative contributions of absorption and scattering are a function of

he photon energy, and the photoelectric contribution is dominant

n the low energy range. At low energies, this contribution scales

s Z 3 / E 3 , where Z is the atomic number, and features characteristic

harp increases at photon energies close to the binding energies

f inner shell electrons. For higher photon energies, the Compton

cattering becomes the predominant absorption effect. 

Common detectors used in X-ray imaging, such as the one con-

idered in this work, are energy-integrating detectors that are not

ble to discriminate between energy levels, fluorescent, scattered,

nd non-absorbed photons. It is therefore convenient to introduce

nergy-averaged linear and mass attenuation coefficients μ(s ) and

(s ) such that Eqs. (1) and (2) may be written as 

 = I 0 exp 

{ 

−
∫ 

L 

μ(s ) d s 

} 

, (3a) 

(s ) = ζ (s ) ρ(s ) . (3b) 

Variations of the observed spectrum along the different X-ray

aths due to preferential absorption of the low energy X-rays are

nown to result in beam hardening artifacts when operating with

nergy-integrating detectors [22] . Such artifacts were not observed

n this work, and the rest of the analysis will only consider energy-

veraged quantities. 

By considering a gaseous mixture that consists of N s species,

nd introducing the ideal gas law to eliminate the partial density,

q. (3b) may be written as [19] 

= 

p 

R u T 

N s ∑ 

i =1 

ζ i W i X i , (4) 

here p is the pressure, R u is the universal gas constant, T is the

emperature, and W i , X i and ζ i are molecular weight, mole frac-

ion and energy-averaged mass attenuation coefficient of the i th

pecies, respectively. Because of their low absorption cross sec-

ions, H, C, N and O atoms that are present in reactant and prod-

ct species of gas-phase combustion are ineffective in attenuating

-rays at energy levels commonly employed in laboratory systems.

herefore, a tracer gas is required, and the present study utilizes

rypton due to its high radiodensity, chemical inertness, and ac-

eptable cost. By only considering Kr as the absorbing medium,

q. (4) reduces to 

≈ μKr = ζ Kr ρKr = 

p ζ Kr W Kr 

R u 

X Kr 

T 
, (5) 

ighlighting that the X-ray attenuation is directly related to the

artial density of Kr. By considering an isobaric system, the tem-

erature can then be related to a known reference state as 

T 

T ref 

= 

X Kr 

X Kr , ref 

μref 

μ
, (6) 

here the subscript ‘ref’ denotes the reference state. 

For the condition of constant Kr mole fraction, Eq. (6) provides

 direct expression for relating the measured linear attenuation

o temperature. However, variations in Krypton mole fraction by

ntrainment and non-equimolar reactions require consideration in

he evaluation of the temperature. By separating both effects and

onsidering a two-stream system, X Kr in Eq. (6) can be written as:

 Kr = X Kr (T , ξ ) = X Kr , 0 (ξ ) + �X Kr ,ξ (T ) , (7)
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(a) Gas delivery system. (b) Bunsen burner. (c) S-ame burner.

Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) gas delivery system, (b) Bunsen burner, and (c) S-flame burner. Dimensions in mm. 
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where X Kr , 0 (ξ ) = (1 − ξ ) X Kr , 1 + ξX Kr , 2 , with ξ being the scalar

mixing variable between primary (subscript 1, ξ = 0 ) and sec-

ondary stream (subscript 2, ξ = 1 ), X Kr, 1 and X Kr, 2 are the initial Kr

mole fractions in both streams; �X Kr, ξ ( T ) represents the variations

in Kr mole fraction due to changes in the mean molecular weight

by the combustion chemistry. By neglecting effects of variations in

X Kr , a so-called inferred temperature T ∗ is obtained from Eq. (6) ,

which approximates the true temperature T . In the following, both

effects will be investigated through theoretical and experimental

analysis. 

3. Experimental setup 

3.1. Burner and flow system setup 

X-ray absorption was applied to a modular burner with a

coflow that could be operated both with a Bunsen flame and a

complex flame in the form of a S-shaped burner exit-profile. The

gas delivery system and burner mount are illustrated in Fig. 1 a,

while dimensions of the Bunsen burner are presented in Fig. 1 b.

During the operation of the Bunsen flame, the coflow was blocked

and the surrounding air was entrained into the jet. The Kr–fuel–air

mixture was ejected through a nozzle with a diameter D = 10 mm,

and was supplied by two opposing radial inlets before passing

through a plenum filled with packed beads to ensure complete

mixing and to prevent flashback. 

To operate the S-flame, a quartz tube was added on top of the

burner mount to confine the flow and to prevent entrainment of

ambient air. A secondary flow of Kr/O 2 and air was used to provide

a nearly constant Kr concentration environment inside the tube.

This S-flame setup is illustrated in Fig. 1 c. 

All experiments were performed with methane (99.7% purity),

compressed air (extra-dry grade), and a krypton/oxygen mixture

(21% O 2 by volume). The gases were supplied from gas cylinders

and metered through mass flow controllers (Alicat Scientific) as

represented in Fig. 1 a. Based on manufacturer data, error propa-

gation in the operating parameters was calculated. It was deter-
ined that maximum errors in total mass flux, equivalence ratio,

nd Kr mole fraction did not exceed 2%, 3%, and 4%, respectively.

he mixture composition was controlled through a LabVIEW in-

erface. Gases were supplied to the burner using flexible tubing,

aving been premixed at a junction approximately 200 tube diam-

ters upstream of the burner exit. The burner was mounted using

 Newport kinematic base to a precision rotating table (Parker) to

nsure spatial repeatability of the burner position to within 5 μm. 

.2. X-ray system 

In this work, X-ray radiography and tomography measurements

ere performed using a table-top laboratory X-ray system. The

etup is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . This system uses a cone

eam X-ray source and consists of a radiography tungsten X-ray

ube (Varian G-1593BI with a nominal focal spot size of 0.3 mm

nd Varian B-180H tube housing), a 100 kW power supply (CPI

odel Indico 100), a collimator (Huestis Model 150A), and a flat

anel detector (Varian 4030CB detector). X-ray photons reaching

he detector first pass through a 3.8 mm thick carbon fiber plate

nd a 0.1 mm thick Al plate, before reaching a cesium-iodide scin-

illator that is doped with thallium. Besides the ones embedded

ithin the X-ray tube housing (1 mm Al) and the collimator (equiv-

lent of 2 mm Al), no additional beam filter was employed. The fil-

ering employed in this setup significantly reduces the low-energy

pectrum of the incoming 14.3 keV photons. 

The detector consists of an array of 2048 × 1536 pixels with a

ixel size of 194 μm resulting in a 397 × 298 mm 

2 total pixel area.

owever, due to the limited detector reading rate, a 2 × 2 pixel

inning mode was used to increase the acquisition rate. This re-

ulted in detected images of 1024 × 768 pixels at a special reso-

ution of 388 μm. The distances between the source and the cen-

er of rotation and between the source and the detector were

26 mm and 1096 mm, respectively. Distances were chosen to max-

mize resolution with the cone-beam geometric magnification and

o ensure sufficient separation between the flame and X-ray com-

onents to prevent excessive heating. Tube voltage and tube in-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the table-top laboratory X-ray system consisting of a burner mounted on a precision rotating platform with X-ray tube, collimator and detector. 
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ensity were chosen to maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for

ach configuration, and to prevent the saturation of the detector.

or the Bunsen flame, a low intensity mode of the X-ray source

as used to limit the thermal heating of the tube, allowing longer

perating times and thus accumulation of numerous acquisitions.

n this mode, the maximum SNR was found with a tube peak volt-

ge of 40 kVp and the corresponding maximum tube current of

0 mA. For the S-flame, the X-ray source was operated in the high-

ntensity mode allowing a further increase in SNR, but limiting the

cquisition period to 10 min before reaching the tube’s critical tem-

erature. Due to the presence of the quartz tube around the flame,

he maximum SNR was obtained with a tube current of 60 mA, and

 tube voltage of 55 kVp providing more penetrating photons. 

.3. X-ray acquisition and experimental procedure 

To account for gains and offsets of the detector that are unique

o each pixel, a standard X-ray absorption procedure includes a

ormalization using a set of dark images (acquired without an X-

ay beam) and a set of flat images (acquired with an X-ray beam,

ithout an object). With this setup, two additional effects were

bserved and corrected for: first, a temporal instability and drift of

he beam intensity over the duration of a full 360 ° acquisition, and,

econd, a blurring of the edges and a spreading of the solid atten-

ation of up to 10 pixels. To correct for these effects, a modified

cquisition procedure was derived, which is described below. 

Each acquisition corresponds to a set of 1024 projection images

f intensity I , taken at a frequency of 15 Hz over a 360 ° rotation

f the sample. The exposure time was 40 ms per image. The im-

ge processing followed three steps: first, the mean of a set of

56 dark images of intensity I drk , taken after every acquisition, was

ubtracted pixel-wise from each of the 1024 projection images. In

he second step, a gain normalization was applied using the mean

ntensity of a non-attenuated region consisting of 128 × 128 pixels.

inally, a gain normalization was applied using a set of 1024 flat

mages of intensity I flt , with the burner in the field of view but

ithout any flow to correct for the blurring and pixel gain. The

rst and third steps follow standard XCT procedure. The second

tep was added to correct for observed temporal variations and

rift in the beam intensity. X-ray bench-top sources are typically

ess stable than synchrotron sources, and temporal fluctuations in

he intensity of up to 5% were observed before correction. For each

f the projection images, the radiography signal 
∫ 
L 

μ(s ) d s intro-

uced in Eq. (3a) was then obtained as 

 

L 

μ(s ) d s = − log 

{ 〈 I − I drk 〉 
〈 I f lt − I drk 〉 

}
, (8)

here the angular brackets denote the temporal-drift normaliza-

ion. 

The number of flat and projection images acquired was varied

epending on the operating conditions, and chosen to maximize

he photon count while keeping a reasonable acquisition time. In

tandard XCT applications, this number is typically chosen by con-
idering the limit necessary to properly resolve each pixel given

he constant rotation of the object. From simple geometric consid-

rations [23] , this corresponds to the following lower bound for

he number of projections N p acquired over a 360 ° CT rotation to

nsure pixel overlap between consecutive images 

 p > π
D 

�
, (9) 

here D is the largest object diameter, and � is the spatial pixel

esolution. Given the diameter of the flames considered in this

ork, this condition is largely respected and N p was deliberately

hosen to increase the quality of the images. 

.4. X-ray computed tomography reconstruction algorithm 

From the radiography signal 
∫ 
L 

μ(s ) d s obtained from Eq. (8) ,

he 3D attenuation field μ was then obtained by computed to-

ography. The GPU-implementation of the Feldkamp–Davis–Kress

FDK) algorithm in the ASTRA Toolbox [24,25] was used to recon-

truct the 3D field with an isotropic voxel size of 222 μm. 

This section further describes the FDK algorithm used to pro-

ide a basic understanding of CT techniques to the reader, as well

s report on salient choices made on the implementation. The in-

erested reader is referred to the literature for further details on

his method [22,26] . 

The FDK algorithm is widely used in cone beam CT, and is an

pproximate reconstruction algorithm based on a fan beam recon-

truction method. As a first order approximation, which is valid

lose to the beam centerline, this algorithm relates the projection

nd reconstructed data linearly, with limited geometric artifacts. In

he case of the considered flames, the centerline was placed pre-

isely at the height of the burner exit as shown in Fig. 2 . X-ray

eams passing through the flame thus had angles below 3 ° with

espect to the beam centerline, limiting the geometric artifacts. 

In the limit of small angles, the FDK algorithm converges to the

ltered backprojection (FBP) method developed for parallel-beam

eometries. The FDK algorithm corresponds to a modified version

f the FBP method by weighting the projections as if they had been

easured along the beam centerline. To further illustrate how the

ttenuation field μ of an object can be retrieved from the radiog-

aphy signal 
∫ 
L 

μ(s ) d s, the FBP algorithm is described in the fol-

owing paragraph. 

Let us consider a parallel beam configuration, and a planar slice

f a rotating object described by an attenuation field μ(x, y ) as

epresented in Fig. 3 . This reduces the 3D problem to a 2D one. At

 given angle β of the rotating object, the projection of the planar

lice results in a 1D shadow function of the object p β ( ρ), where ρ
s the linear coordinate in the detector plane. The Radon transform

 is the mathematical operator obtained when collecting the set

f projections over the entire set of possible angles, β , which can

e expressed as 

{ μ} (ρ, β) = 

∫ 
L (ρ,β) 

μ(s (ρ, β)) d s , (10)
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rotceteDtcejbOmaeb yar-X lellaraP

Fig. 3. Schematic of a parallel beam configuration for illustrating the FBP algo- 

rithm. The projection profile p β ( ρ) on the detector is obtained from the attenuation 

μ(x, y ) of the object along X-ray lines L (ρ, β) at a given angle β of the rotating 

object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Operating conditions considered for the Bunsen flame, reporting jet-exit Reynolds 

number Re, equivalence ratio φ, and Kr mole fraction X Kr . Flame thickness δf [μm], 

burnt temperature T b [K], and laminar flame speed s L [cm/s] were evaluated from 

1D unstrained flame calculations described in Section 4.2 . Flame series A consid- 

ers variations in Kr mole fraction, flame series B examines effects of equivalence 

ratio variations and flame C1 is operated to investigate averaging over numerous 

acquisitions. 

Flame Re φ X Kr δf T b s L 

A1 655 1.30 0.65 291 2422 51.5 

A2 671 1.30 0.55 322 2360 46.3 

A3 693 1.30 0.45 357 2299 41.5 

A4 719 1.30 0.35 398 2240 37.0 

A5 753 1.30 0.25 447 2183 33.0 

A6 614 1.30 0.00 633 2054 23.5 

B1 415 1.30 0.60 306 2392 48.9 

B2 415 1.40 0.60 380 2307 37.3 

B3 415 1.50 0.60 512 2220 26.6 

B4 416 1.60 0.60 657 2133 20.0 

B5 416 1.70 0.60 792 2048 15.9 

C1 462 1.40 0.55 407 2276 34.8 

Fig. 4. Calibration curve of mean path-integrated Kr absorption for two X-ray tube 

settings (energy, in peak kilovoltage (kVp), and current, in mA). Uncertainties in 

Kr mole fraction are indicated by horizontal error bars. Standard deviations in the 

signal are indicated by vertical error bars. 
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where s denotes the linear coordinate along the X-ray line

L (ρ, β) . It is possible to directly invert the Radon transform by

using the Fourier-slice theorem that relates the 2D Fourier trans-

form of the attenuation field F 2D { μ} to the 1D Fourier transform

of the projections ˆ p β (ω) = F 1D { p β (ρ) } (ω) of Fourier coordinate

ω, as [26] 

F 2D { μ} (ω cos (β) , ω sin (β)) = 

ˆ p β (ω) , (11)

By then writing the inverse 2D Fourier transform in polar coor-

dinates, and recognizing the Fourier-slice theorem expression, one

retrieves the FBP inversion for the Radon transform 

μ(x, y ) = F 

−1 
2D {F 2D { μ}} (x, y ) 

= 

∫ π

0 

∫ 
R 

F 2D { μ} (ω cos (β) , ω sin (β)) ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
ˆ p β (ω) 

× exp { i 2 πω(x cos (β) + y sin (β)) }| ω| d ω d β

= 

∫ π

0 

F 

−1 
1D { ̂  p β (ω ) | ω |} ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 

q β

(x cos (β) + y sin (β)) d β

= B{ q β} (x, y ) , (12)

which is compactly written in the last expression using the back-

projection operation B{·} (x, y ) on the filtered projections q β . This

compact notation highlights the two successive steps of the FBP

algorithm: first to filter the projection in Fourier space with a ramp

filter | ω|, and second to sum the individual contributions over all

angles. 

The convolution with the ramp filter amplifies high-frequency

noise resulting in significant SNR degradation. Additional filters

such as cosine, Hamming, Hanning, or Shepp–Logan are commonly

used to reduce this high-frequency noise at the cost of deterio-

rating the resolution. In order to maintain the maximum resolu-

tion possible, no such additional filters were used in the present

work. The ramp filter was implemented using a standard rectan-

gular band-limiting window, referred to as a Ram-Lak filter [27] . 

4. Results 

Prior to performing flame measurements, a calibration was per-

formed in order to characterize experimental uncertainties. The ef-

fects of Kr dilution on the flame structure as well as effects of vari-

ations in Kr mole fraction across the flame on the estimation of gas

density and temperature were investigated using 1D simulations of

an unstrained laminar premixed flame. A series of measurements

were then performed with a Bunsen flame with the specific goals

of (i) assessing the capability of the method to retrieve the flame

structure over different operating conditions, (ii) investigating the

reduction of noise and convergence of the signal by averaging over

multiple acquisitions, and (iii) evaluating the feasibility of extract-

ing quantitative results for thermodynamic state variables through
omparisons against detailed numerical simulations. To this end,

ifferent flame series were considered (see Table 1 ). The first, de-

oted flame A, considers variations in X Kr , and the second, denoted

ame B, examines effects of equivalence ratio variations. In addi-

ion, flame C1 is operated to examine the averaging of numerous

cquisitions, N a . 

To demonstrate the applicability of this technique to optically

naccessible and complex flame geometries, a second geometrically

ore complex and confined flame was considered. 

.1. Experimental calibration 

Calibration measurements were performed to characterize the

-ray system. For this, a premixed stream of Kr and air at differ-

nt molar ratios was supplied to a plastic tube placed on the X-

ay rotating table. Calibration results for two settings of the X-ray

ube are presented in Fig. 4 , showing the mean path-integrated

r-absorption, for a uniform region of 4884 pixels averaged over

024 radiography images. The linear regression curves are plot-

ed by solid lines, with R 2 correlation coefficients reported di-

ectly on the figure. Uncertainties in the Kr mole fraction, arising

rom the mass flow controllers, are indicated by horizontal error

ars. Vertical error bars denote the standard deviation over the

et of pixels considered as an estimate of the SNR. It is observed

hat the linear attenuation decreases with increasing tube volt-
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(a) Laminar flame speed. (b) Adiabatic flame temperature.

Fig. 5. (a) Laminar flame speed s L and (b) adiabatic temperature T ad obtained from 1D simulations of unstrained laminar premixed flames performed with Cantera . The 

vertical black dashed lines indicate the equivalence ratio of the conditions considered in Fig. 6 . 
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ge, in agreement with the known Z 3 / E 3 dependency of the pho-

oelectric contribution. From tabulated values of attenuation coef-

cients [21] , the mean energy of the X-ray energy spectrum was

valuated as E = 30 . 5 kV for the 40 kVp data. At this energy, the

ean mass attenuation and linear attenuation coefficients of pure

r gas at ambient conditions are evaluated as ζ Kr = 17 . 72 cm 

2 /g

nd μKr = 0 . 061 cm 

−1 , respectively. These values were used for the

valuation of the partial density and inferred temperature from the

econstructed attenuation fields presented in Section 4.3.4 . 

.2. Influence of Kr dilution on the flame 

In the context of using X-ray absorption measurements to es-

imate thermodynamic properties of gases, it is crucial to prop-

rly characterize potential sources of spatial fluctuations in the

r concentration. For single-stream systems, the only source of

r non-uniformity arises from concentration gradients driven by

on-equimolar reactions and diffusion across the flame. To ex-

mine this effect, 1D simulations of unstrained laminar premixed

ames were performed with Cantera [28] . A modified GRI 3.0-

ethane reaction mechanism [29] was employed, in which Kr

as added as an inert gas, assuming the same collision effi-

iency as Ar [30] . Computed unstrained laminar flame speeds and

diabatic flame temperatures are reported for different equivalence

atios and Kr concentrations in Fig. 5 . Axial profiles for temperature

nd Kr mole fraction, along with profiles of X Kr ( T ) are shown in

ig. 6 . Flame thicknesses δf , burned gas temperatures T b and lam-

nar flame speeds s L of the experimentally investigated flames are

eported in Table 1 . The flame thicknesses were obtained from the

patial temperature profiles presented in Fig. 6 a, with δf defined as

f = 

T b − T 0 
max ( d T / d x ) 

, (13) 

here T 0 is the ambient temperature. These calculations show that

ncreasing the Kr dilution results in an increase in the flame speed

nd a thickening of the flame. Axial profiles of Kr mole fraction

ighlight that, due to the formation of intermediate species across

he flame, the Kr mole fraction decreases by about 6% for flames in

eries A, and up to 11% for the richest mixture considered (flame

5, not shown). It is noted that these variations are reduced for

toichiometric and lean flames due to the equimolar nature of the

lobal reaction of methane with air. 
In the case of a single-stream system ( X Kr , 1 (T ) = X Kr , 2 (T ) in

q. (7) ), the X Kr profiles of Fig. 6 c can be employed to determine

he temperature profiles taking into consideration variations in the

r mole fraction through the flame. 

.3. Investigation of an axi-symmetric Bunsen flame 

.3.1. Krypton dilution 

Effects of Kr dilution on the X-ray signal and flame behavior are

xamined experimentally. Flame series A is considered, in which

he Kr mole fraction is successively reduced while keeping equiva-

ence ratio and mass flow rate constant. Results of path-integrated

adiography signals and tomographic reconstructions of cross sec-

ions of μKr are shown in Fig. 7 . The X-ray radiography results,

hown in Fig. 7 a, were obtained by averaging over 1024 projec-

ion images with a spatial resolution of 388 μm at the detector.

rom this set of results, the characteristic conical shape of a Bun-

en flame is visible. However, by reducing the Kr concentration, an

ppreciable degradation in contrast and SNR can be observed. This

s particularly evident for flame A5, with the lowest Kr mole frac-

ion of 0.25. 

Tomographic reconstructions presented in Fig. 7 b show a

lightly asymmetric flame shape, which was also observed by

hemiluminescence. At this resolution, the flame thickness is re-

olved by less than four pixels for flame A1. A slight broadening of

he reaction zone is observable for flame A2, which is in agreement

ith 1D simulations. Quantitative differences in flame thicknesses

etween Table 1 can be explained by the unsteady dynamics of

he flame observed during operation. With reduction in Kr con-

entration, only the core of fresh reactants is visible and details of

he flame structure cannot be observed. These tomographic recon-

tructions were obtained from one acquisition, and – apart from

ame A1 – spatial variations are observable in the reconstructed

mages. This is a consequence of the low photon flux of labora-

ory X-ray sources. For practical applications, increasing SNR can be

ddressed by increasing the number of tomographic acquisitions,

nd this aspect is further investigated in Section 4.3.3 . 

.3.2. Equivalence ratio 

To examine effects of equivalence ratio on the flame, flame se-

ies B is considered, in which the equivalence ratio is successively

ncreased while holding the Kr mole fraction and Reynolds num-
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(a) Temperature profiles. (b) Normalized Kr mole fraction profiles.

(c) Normalized Kr mole fraction vs. temperature.

Fig. 6. Axial profiles of (a) temperature and (b) normalized Kr mole fraction along the 1D spatial coordinate x normalized by the flame thickness δf for unstrained laminar 

premixed flames A1–A6 simulated with Cantera , and (c) normalized Kr mole fraction as a function of flame temperature. 
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ber constant. Reconstructed slices from one tomographic acquisi-

tion, consisting of a full 360 ° rotation and 1024 projection images,

are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that with increasing equivalence

ratio (from φ = 1 . 3 (B1) to φ = 1 . 7 (B5)) both the flame height h

and the flame thickness δf continuously increase. These flame pa-

rameters can be estimated as [31] . 

h ≈ U j D 

2 s L 
, δ f ≈

α

s L 
, (14)

where U j is the bulk flow velocity, D is the diameter of the jet,

and α is the mean thermal diffusivity of the flame. Hence the

reduction in flame speed by a factor of three between Flame B1

( s L = 48 . 9 cm/s) and Flame B5 ( s L = 15 . 9 cm/s) is consistent with

the observed trends, further validating the potential use of XCT in

capturing the global flame behavior. 
.3.3. Statistical convergence of CT acquisitions 

Statistical convergence and effects of averaging over multiple

cquisitions were quantified by considering an additional exper-

ment, in which flame C1 was operated ( Re = 462 , φ = 1 . 4 and

 Kr = 0 . 55 ), collecting a total of 45 tomographic acquisitions at

n angular resolution of 1.4 ° ( N p = 256 projection images per ac-

uisition). Tomographic reconstructions from the average of N a =
 1 ; 15 ; 45 } acquisitions are presented in Fig. 9 . Significant improve-

ents in SNR were observed as the number of acquisitions in-

reases. Further averaging in the azimuthal direction is investigated

or N p = { 256 ; 11 , 520 } projection images in Fig. 9 d and e. 

The dependence of the reconstruction error and SNR on the

umber of acquisitions is estimated using the data inside the re-

ion delineated by the black lines in Fig. 9 c. Results are shown in

ig. 10 . It is first confirmed that performing the averaging before
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Fig. 7. (a) Radiography showing 2D projections of the entire flame and (b) CT reconstruction of a 2D center plane for different Kr mole fractions (see Table 1 ). Spatial 

resolution is 388 μm for radiography, 222 μm for tomography; results were obtained from 1024 projection images of one tomographic acquisition. 

Fig. 8. Planar cross sections of the CT attenuation field μ [cm 

-1 ] for different equivalence ratios ( Table 1 ). Results were acquired from 1024 projection images of one 

tomographic acquisition and reconstructed with a spatial resolution of 222 μm. 
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r after reconstruction yielded similar results, which is consistent

ith the linearity of the reconstruction algorithm around the beam

enter discussed in Section 3.4 . It can be seen that the SNR in-

reases with the number of acquisitions in reasonable correspon-

ence with the theoretically expected rate of N 

−1 / 2 
a for N a > 15. In

egard to the feasibility of acquiring a large number of scans, we

ote that the acquisition of a total of 256 projection images re-

uired less than 18 seconds and was limited by the detector to 15

mages per second. 
s  
.3.4. Comparison with numerical simulations 

Detailed numerical simulations are performed to provide com-

arisons with the inferred flame structure from XCT measure-

ents. For this, flame A1 is considered with the operating

onditions specified in Table 1 . Simulations are performed on a

wo-dimensional axisymmetric domain, extending 10 D in the axial

irection and 5 D in the radial direction. The mesh was refined in

he flame region using a grid spacing of 50 μm. 

The governing equations describing conservation of mass,

pecies, and momentum were solved using a low-Mach number
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Fig. 9. Planar profile of the CT attenuation field μ [cm 

−1 ]. The results were averaged over N a = { 1 ; 15 ; 45 } acquisitions. (a), (b) and (c) are cross sections, while (d) and (e) 

are azimuthally averaged results over N p = { 256 ; 11 , 520 } projection images. Spatial resolution is 222 μm. The black lines in (c) delineates the region used to estimate SNR in 

Fig. 10 . 

Fig. 10. Reconstruction error (crosses) and SNR (diamonds) of the CT attenuation 

field μ with a theoretical square-root best-fit (full line). The error �μ = μ − μref 

was estimated using a reference field μref obtained by averaging over 45 tomo- 

graphic acquisitions. Vertical error bars indicate the standard deviation of the voxel 

distribution considered for averaging. 
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variable-density solver, with a second-order accurate finite differ-

ence discretization. The reaction chemistry was described using

a 22-species mechanism, which was reduced from the modified

GRI 3.0 mechanism discussed in Section 4.2 [32] . A second-order

Strang-splitting scheme was applied to separate the convection,

diffusion, and reaction operators. The reaction chemistry was inte-

grated using an implicit backward differentiation scheme. The in-

let velocity profile was retrieved from the measurements by relat-

ing the local flame angle to axial velocity and flame speed. The so

computed nearly parabolic profile was prescribed with a bulk ve-

locity of 0.62 m/s. A mild coflow of air with a velocity of 0.01 m/s

was provided. The nozzle walls were considered to be adiabatic,

and gravitation was included to account for negative buoyancy ef-

fects of the krypton gas. 

Results are presented in Fig. 11 , showing direct comparisons of

planar measurements (left) and simulations (right) for (a) partial

Kr density, (b) simulated temperature field and measured chemi-

luminescence, (c) inferred temperature T ∗, as well as (d) simulated

Kr mass fraction. From these results, it can be seen that the sim-

ulation captures the experimental flame height and flame shape

to good accuracy. However, the measurements show a broadening
f the flame front. These discrepancies are attributed to observed

nsteadiness of the flame brush during operation, an effect which

as not represented by the simulation. Furthermore, given the lim-

ted resolution of the X-ray system of 388 μm at the detector, cor-

esponding to 222 μm at the object, the location of the flame front

s expected to be sensitive to such unsteadiness. Possible options

or mitigating these issues are discussed in Section 5 . 

Figure 11 d shows that with increasing downstream direction,

r mixes with ambient air by entrainment. However, in the vicin-

ty of the inner flame, the Kr field is rather uniform, and the

ow density and temperature can thus locally be estimated from

he partial Kr-density. Corresponding temperature comparisons are

resented in Fig. 11 c, in which the inferred temperature, as de-

ned in Eq. (6) , is reported for both the experimental and simula-

ion results. The inferred temperature was also computed from the

imulated Kr density, and can be compared to the simulated tem-

erature field presented in Fig. 11 b. These results highlight that

nferring the temperature and density from the attenuation field

ields plausible results in the fuel-rich inner flame, but is limited

n the outer region of the flame as a consequence of the entrain-

ent and reduced density of hot gases. The use of a coflow of

racer gas to mitigate this effect is discussed in Section 4.4 . 

To illustrate the use of XCT diagnostics for quantitative flow

easurements, radial profiles of partial Kr density were extracted

long three axial locations and are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be

een that the Kr density is well estimated from the XCT sig-

al using N a = 10 acquisitions, even if the broadening of the

ame already observed in Fig. 11 also appears in this quantitative

omparison. 

.4. Extension to geometrically complex flame 

The reacting flow results presented so far were obtained using

n axi-symmetric Bunsen flame. In this section, a more complex

ame geometry is analyzed using XCT. For this, a burner was de-

igned with a S-shaped inlet, and the experimental configuration

f this burner is illustrated in Fig. 1 c. A quartz tube of inner diame-

er 57.0 mm and 2.0 mm thickness was placed around the burner to

onfine the flame, and a coflow was supplied consisting of a Kr/air

ixture that matches the Kr mole fraction of the fuel stream. The

rimary flow was operated with a similar mixture as the Bunsen

ame, with a bulk flow velocity of 0.771 m/s, an equivalence ratio

f 1.30 and a Kr mole fraction of 0.65. The flow diagram in Fig. 1 a

hows that the coflow was derived from the primary flow using
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Fig. 11. Comparisons of measurements (left panels) with numerical simulations (right panels) for (a) partial Kr density, (b) chemiluminescence from experiment and simu- 

lated temperature, (c) inferred temperature T ∗ , and (d) simulated Kr mole fraction. All results are shown along a center plane through the flame, and the XCT results were 

obtained by averaging over ten tomographic acquisitions. The dashed white lines indicate the locations of the density profiles plotted in Fig. 12 . 

Fig. 12. Comparisons of radial profiles of Kr density between experiments (dashed 

lines with symbols) and simulations (solids lines) at three axial locations. Vertical 

error bars on the density are inferred from the voxel-wise standard deviation over 

ten acquisitions. 
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Fig. 13. 3D representation of the S-flame reconstructed by XCT. The isocontour at a 

temperature of 1200 K is shown and colored by the relative height z / D with respect 

to the burner. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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 T-junction placed upstream of a check valve and the methane

unction, and was regulated to a bulk flow velocity of 4.0 cm/s.

his composition thus corresponded to a Kr/O 2 /air mixture with

 Kr mole fraction of 0.74. It was used to create an environment

f uniform Kr concentration around the flame to facilitate temper-

ture evaluations in the two-stream system. Similar to the Bunsen

ame, by assuming a uniform concentration of Kr, an inferred tem-

erature field T ∗ was retrieved. Ten acquisitions of N p = 640 pro-

ection images per 360 ° rotation of the object were acquired, av-

raged and reconstructed following the same procedure as for the

unsen flame. 

CT results are presented in Figs. 13 –15 showing the attenuation

and inferred temperature T ∗ fields. In these figures, the diam-

ter D = 57 . 0 mm of the surrounding quartz tube is used to nor-

alize the spatial coordinates. Figure 13 shows a 3D isocontour at

 temperature of 1200 K, colored by the relative height z / D with

espect to the burner exit. Two surfaces can be identified, namely

he interface, shaped like an S, between the fresh gases from the

rimary flow and the inner flame, and the interface between the

uter region of the flame and the fresh gases from the secondary
ow. Figures 14 and 15 present three planar cross sections of the

T reconstructed attenuation and inferred temperature. 

Given the resolution of 388 μm at the detector, the width of the

ame corresponds to approximately 50 pixels. This is still sufficient

o qualitatively retrieve the shape of the flame, and to obtain well

onverged results in the fresh-gas region. The attenuation signal

n the hot-gas region is noisier due to the low-density gas stream.

owever, compared to the Bunsen flame the temperature in the

uter region of the flame is well captured, which is due to the sur-

ounding coflow and the rather uniform Kr environment. This con-

rms the potential of using a tracer-gas coflow to extend CT mea-

urements of partial density for reliably obtaining temperature. 

. Discussion of potential improvements 

In the previous sections, limitations of XCT were identified. This

ection offers a further discussion of these limitations along with

otential improvements. Increasing the spatial resolution and sig-

al intensity are first investigated before examining potential al-

ernatives for modifying the spectral characteristics of the X-ray

ystem. 
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Fig. 14. Planar cross sections of the attenuation field μ [cm 

-1 ] of the S-flame reconstructed by XCT. The black and white dashed lines indicate the diameters of the burner 

mount (38.1 mm) and the surrounding quartz tube ( D = 57 . 0 mm). The horizontal black dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the heights of the cross sections (c) and (d). 

Fig. 15. Planar cross sections of the inferred temperature field T ∗ [K] of the S-flame reconstructed by XCT. The black and white dashed lines indicate the diameters of the 

burner mount (38.1 mm) and the surrounding quartz tube ( D = 57 . 0 mm). The horizontal black dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the heights of the cross sections (c) and 

(d). 
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5.1. Increasing the spatial resolution 

A first limitation identified in this work is the spatial resolution

of the present setup. It is possible to leverage the conical geome-

try of the beam in order to increase the magnification of the ob-

ject and increase the spatial resolution. Such a procedure was re-

cently employed to visualize cavitation phenomena in diesel flows

with a geometric magnification of ten times and a voxel resolu-

tion of 15 μm using micro-CT [33] . However, doing so requires us-

ing micro-focus sources, which feature focal spot sizes of the order

of 1 μm. Applying this procedure to gas-phase tomography was not

directly implementable in the current setup, and remains the sub-

ject of future work. It should be noted that due to the lower pho-

ton count by micro-focus sources, the acquisition time is expected

to increase appreciably. 

In the present setup, the magnification and resolution were lim-

ited because of the nominal focal spot size of 0.3 mm, resulting in

blurred results when considering resolutions lower than this value.

Another aspect to consider is the rotation of the sample. In the cur-

rent setup, the burner is rotated continuously. To prevent blurring

of points of the object over several pixels, further refining the res-

olution would require step-wise rotation. 

5.2. Signal intensity and statistical convergence 

Sufficient statistical convergence was observed in cold-gas re-

gions but appreciable noise was encountered for the burnt gases

due to the reduction in attenuation by up to a factor of eight. This

reduction in attenuation intensity can be addressed by increasing

the number of projections, increasing the photon count, exposure

time, or increasing the radiodensity of the tracer gas, for instance
y using xenon. This is highlighted by the following relation for

NR [19,34] 

NR ∝ 

μi 

σ
∝ 

pW i X i ζi 

R u T 

√ 

N p I T w 

2 τ , (15)

here σ is the standard deviation in the signal, N p is the number

f projections, I T is the tube intensity, w is the detector pixel size,

nd τ is the exposure time. 

.3. Spectral considerations and X-ray systems 

Although Kr is a rare gas, at the highest considered Kr flow rate

f 0.03 L/s, one acquisition required less than 2 L of Kr, thus keep-

ng this diagnostic affordable. It was experimentally observed that

o signal was distinguishable with the present setup when using

ess radiodense Ar as a more affordable alternative to Kr. Indeed,

adiography systems, such as the one used in this work, are de-

igned to operate in the 40–150 kVp tube energy range. Due to

he embedded filtration, equivalent to 3 mm of Al in this work,

he low energy part of the spectrum, including the target material

haracteristic lines, are highly attenuated. Typical emission spectra

f radiography sources from the literature are presented by solid

ines in Fig. 16 [35] . It can be seen that the attenuation of Ar is

ignificantly lower than that of Kr in the range of photon ener-

ies emitted by a radiography source. Comparisons of spectra for

0 kVp and 55 kVp tube voltages, normalized at equivalent tube in-

ensities, highlight that increasing the tube voltage generates more

hotons. However, since these systems are limited in power, op-

rating at higher tube voltages directly implies operating at lower

ube intensities, and the effect on SNR depends on the specific at-

enuation of the object. 
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Fig. 16. Comparisons of theoretical spectra emitted by mammography and radiog- 

raphy X-ray tubes with W target. Full lines represent unfiltered spectra, while the 

dashed lines are obtained with a theoretical filter of 4 mm of SiO 2 . The linear at- 

tenuation μ( E ) of pure Kr and Ar gases at ambient conditions are plotted. 
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Further tuning of the X-ray spectrum represents an interesting

pportunity in order to increase the intensity of the signal. Alter-

atives include dental or mammography CT systems used to image

ess attenuating tissues than radiography systems. Mammography

T systems usually operate in the 20–40 kVp energy range with

ube targets made of tungsten, molybdenum or rhodium [36] . The

pectra of a mammography system is compared with radiography

ystems in Fig. 16 highlighting the potential increase in signal for

ystems with optical access. Indeed, the X-ray attenuation is higher

t lower energies and the K-edge of the Kr attenuation at 14.3 keV

atches with the characteristic X-ray emission lines of typical tar-

et materials, which include most of the spectral energy: about

0 lines between 7.6 and 12.1 keV for tungsten, 2 K-edge lines at

7.4 and 19.6 keV for molybdenum, and 2 K-edge lines at 20.2 and

2.7 keV for rhodium. Furthermore, theoretical calculations based

n these spectra suggest that, under the condition that no filtra-

ion is added, a signal of equivalent intensity as the one from ra-

iography employed in the present work can be achieved by using

 mammography X-ray system and Ar as a tracer gas. These the-

retical observations were not verified experimentally as the re-

uired hardware was not available, nor directly implementable on

he considered system. 

Radiography sources generate more penetrating photons, and

re therefore interesting alternatives for applications to optically

naccessible flows. The optimal SNR ratio for the enclosed S-flame

as obtained for a tube voltage of 55 kVp, a value beyond the

ange of typical mammography sources. To illustrate this further,

he effect of adding a filtration of 4 mm of SiO 2 , emulating the ab-

orption of the quartz tube used around the S-flame, was theoret-

cally estimated [21] and the obtained spectra for mammography

nd radiography sources are plotted with dashed lines in Fig. 16 .

ecause of the absorption by the quartz tube, the low-energy pho-

ons generated by the mammography system are less penetrat-

ng and therefore more attenuated. To overcome these limitations,

hoton-counting detectors and dual-energy X-ray absorption of-

er interesting alternatives for improving the accuracy of gas-phase

easurements [37] . 

. Conclusions 

This work examined the feasibility of employing laboratory X-

ay systems for absorption measurements of gas-phase combus-
ion through radiography and computed tomography. To this end,

wo premixed laminar flames were examined and operated with

ethane/air mixtures diluted with Kr as a radiodense tracer-gas.

ffects of tracer gas concentration, operating conditions, and num-

er of acquisitions on the quantitative extraction of density and

emperature fields were examined. These experimental investi-

ations were complemented by numerical simulations to enable

uantitative comparisons with measurements. 

From this study, it was found that SNR is a function of tracer

as concentration, scanner-setting, and number of acquisitions. For

he example of a Bunsen burner flame at steady-state with a Kr

ole fraction of 0.55, a maximum SNR of 32 was obtained by av-

raging over 45 tomographic acquisitions of 256 projection images,

ach acquisition requiring 18 s, making this a viable technique for

apid data collection. 

Analysis of the measurements showed that the tomographic

econstructions captured expected trends in flame characteristics,

uch as the dependence of the flame height and flame thickness

n equivalence ratio and Kr dilution. A method for extracting the

as temperature from linear attenuation data was developed and

pplied to measurements, showing qualitative agreement with de-

ailed numerical simulations, and quantitative results were ob-

ained for gas density. The uncertainties of these results due to

ariations in Kr mole fraction across the flame and fluctuations in

easured attenuation were discussed. Using a non-axisymmetric

-flame confined in a quartz tube, the diagnostics was further ap-

lied to more complicated geometries without direct optical ac-

ess. The use of a coflow of tracer gas to provide a uniform tracer

as environment was shown to improve the evaluation of gas tem-

erature. 

Despite the inherent limitations of laboratory X-ray systems

n regard to spatial resolution and photon flux, their accessibility

nd robust operation make them an attractive diagnostic for flame

maging in optically inaccessible media. Energy-discriminating de-

ectors, advanced post-processing methods, as well as synchrotron

-ray sources with significantly higher fluxes, spatial resolutions,

nd acquisition rates, provide further opportunities for improving

he accuracy of gas-phase combustion measurements. 
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